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28 August 2008 

Environment and Regeneration Department 
Merton Civic Centre 
London Road 
Morden
SM45DX

Your ref: ES/SGE 

Dear Sirs 

Bus Lane, Wimbledon Hill Road 

I was very pleased to see that it is proposed to remove the bus lane on Wimbledon Hill 
Road. When this was installed it was said to be an experiment and it is an experiment that 
has not worked. Whilst it is important to avoid unnecessary delays on bus routes it is also 
important to keep distributor roads as free flowing as possible. In this case the build up of 
traffic in the single lane remaining has resulted in the frequent backing up of east-bound 
traffic, encouraging many road users to divert through local residential roads such as the 
Belvederes and Ridgway Place. 
One thing that might be considered is to retain two lanes of traffic down the Hill and one up 
because although there is often a build up of traffic entering the town centre this seldom 
occurs with traffic leaving the town centre. Another problem is the traffic island at the foot of 
the Hill by Woodside. If this were removed there could be two lanes of traffic right through 
the town centre. 
The only problem then remaining would be the expensive gyratory system installed when the
Centre Court shopping centre was built. As the Civic Trust pointed out, when it carried out its 
survey of Wimbledon Town Centre, this serves no useful purpose other than to feed cars into 
the Centre Court car park. The Broadway is the same width along its length and there is no 
point in diverting traffic around Hartfield Road when it could easily continue in a straight line. 

Yours faithfully 
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